VPA ACTIVITY STANDARDS COMMITTEE
Monday, January 14, 2013
VPA Office

Members Present: Bob Davis, Rob Reardon, Dan Marlow, Amy Molina, Bob Johnson

Also Present: Natalie Soffen (Peoples AD), Tom Dean (Peoples Boys Hockey Coach), Phil Grant (Peoples Principal)

Minutes:

- Peoples Academy Boys Hockey team has exceeded the two game suspension policy of the VPA (they have received 3). As a result, they are required to meet with members of the VPA Activity Standards Committee to determine whether the team can enter into the VPA post-season tournament.

- PA has taken the following steps, 1) brought in an official (L. Clark) to meet with the team and further explain “checking from behind” and what an official looks for 2) showed the NFHS video on checking from behind to all team members and have also brought the video to the youth level, 3) coach has emphasized “Stop. Don’t hit!”, 4) had meeting with parents to explain the situation, 4) explained and discussed the “Travis Roy Story”.

- Discussion

- Motion by Amy, second by Dan, to approve the steps taken by Peoples Academy to address the penalty situation. This would allow PA to enter the post-season tournament. If there is another DQ with a 2 game penalty, PA would be required to meet with ASC again. Vote – approved unanimously (4-0).

- adjourned